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Kustomer is a modern CRM platform for customer experience, support, and service. Built for B2C 

and B2B2C, Kustomer enables companies to get a comprehensive view of their customers. We help 

you integrate all customer touchpoints—including orders, shipments, conversations, and 

interactions—with your internal and external business data to drive informed service actions. With 

all your data in one place, our powerful platform helps you automate your customer experience 

business logic. Our customer-centric approach empowers you to deliver customer experiences that 

boost loyalty, retention, and repeat sales.  

Know 

By being customer-centric 

and focusing on the 

customer as the atomic 

unit, you can empower 

your agents to know 

everything about every 

customer. 

Automate  

Automate your customer 

experience and support 

processes by integrating 

your systems, which lowers 

costs and effort, giving your 

team more time. 

Act Smarter 

With all of your data and 

real-time sentiment in one 

place, you can segment, 

analyze, and optimize your 

customer’s journey, 

resulting in informed 

actions. 
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Meet Modern Customer Experience Needs 
Today, your organization is looking for a solution that fits your modern needs, enabling you to provide 

proactive customer service and support. Traditional support applications have out of date platform 

architectures, with rigid data models that limit configurations, therefore creating siloed views. These 

systems are focused on an individual ticket, requiring your agents to constantly switch between 

applications and waste time trying to find all the information they need to help the customer.  

Additionally, traditional applications require you to segment your teams and only offer multi-channel 

support, providing a disjointed customer experience. 

In order to meet your customer experience and service needs, organizations today need a modern 

platform.  

The Kustomer Platform 

Kustomer, a modern customer experience platform, is centered around your customer, seamlessly 

incorporating information from all of your relevant customer data systems. It is a broad platform, not 

just a point solution, that allows your team to switch communication channels with true omnichannel 

conversations. The platform is flexible and customizable, letting you develop integrations and map 

custom data models configured to your business processes. With asynchronous communication and 

workflows that listen and update any system in real time, your team will be more efficient. 
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Data Layer
We bring all of your data into Kustomer from internal and external systems through our APIs and 

webhooks. The data layer flexibly displays and interacts with our infrastructure, so that you can have 

full customizability. Kustomer’s Data Model is made up of two types of objects, Standard Objects and 

Custom Objects called KObjects. Kustomer’s flexible schema is able to store almost any data object 

design and our infrastructure enables linked relationships between KObjects and Standard Objects, 

letting your business process drive your support experience. All objects can relate to each other 

through custom relationships, called KRelationships. Integrations send and receive data to Kustomer, 

which is used for Klass Views or to drive workflows that update those integrated systems. Data is then 

used in Standard Objects, KObjects, relationships, custom attributes with metadata on standard and 

KObjects, and Tracking Events.  

Standard Objects 

Standard Objects are the basic data objects installed on every Kustomer organization. The main set of 

Standard Objects data models include Company, Customer, Conversation, and Message. 

KObjects 

Our data layer creates “first-class” KObjects, which are the building blocks of Kustomer. KObjects unify 

information from external systems with customers and conversations.  You can build your own 

KObject out of any data posted to Kustomer using a form, webhook, or email. You can easily 

customize the view of your KObject for your team using Klass Views, which is then displayed in the 

timeline. Kustomer indexes your KObjects which makes it possible to search, update, and reuse 

KObjects via workflows.  

Klasses 

Kustomer uses Klasses to format the display of data. They are used to store data related to standard or 

custom Klasses.  

There are four standard Klasses: 

Company: the company object, associated with the Customer 

Conversation: the conversation object, associated with the Customer and Message 

Customer: the customer object describing customer attributes 

Message: the message object, associated with Conversation and Customer  
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You can also create custom Klasses, which are used to model more complex objects that map to your 

business workflows. Custom Klasses are commonly used to store, model, and render KObjects. For 

example, an ecommerce company commonly uses a custom Klass for Orders, which brings in data 

from an external ecommerce site like Shopify. 

Events  

Tracking Events link web browsing activity or other data to Kustomer, enabling you to view a 

complete picture of your customer’s activity from their first interaction, including site visits, shipping 

history, and more. They are used to capture events that customers take within your application or 

website. 

Platform Views 

Klass Views 

Klass Views display detailed information that are fully customizable depending on your business 

needs. There are two main types of Klass views. Klass Views are found in the timeline and used to 

render KObjects such as order information, subscription type, software version, and more. Klass Views 

are also located in the Insight Panel and are used to display Klasses related to the Customer, 

Conversation, or Timeline Klass View.  
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Context Cards 

Context Cards allow you to bring information together from other systems to view and take action 

from within Kustomer. They are built on data that exists externally and allow for integration at the UI 

level rather than just the API. The Cards are displayed in the Insights Panel of the Customer Timeline 

Workspace and appear within an iFrame. The Cards are dependent on the context of an item the user 

is viewing within the timeline and use the API to take action on the customer record. For example, 

ecommerce Context Cards receive information from commerce system integrations, and can visualize 

it in your Insights Panel as a list of recent orders when a conversation is open.  Context Cards can be 

tied to customers, conversations, companies, and KObjects. They are fully customizable depending on 

what is important to your business. Common examples include order return and exchange buttons, 

shipment tracking status and link, history of recent orders including numbers, status, etc, subscription 

pauses, and more. 

Business Process Automation 
Our business process automation enables your team to automatically prioritize, route, and display 

data. When Workflows are combined with Searches and Tracking Events, your team can provide 

proactive support, delivering a better customer experience.  
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Workflows 

A Workflow is a set of conditions and actions that can be executed based on an event in the system. 

Kustomer’s Workflows go above and beyond traditional support applications. They take information in 

from any source and populate objects with data you need to trigger actions. Unlike older systems’ 

linear Workflows, Kustomer’s are multi-step and branched, enabling conditional logic. Easily expand 

upon your automation capabilities by reusing and combining event-based and time-based Workflows. 

Detailed debugging and logs enables you to quickly find and fix any errors. Kustomer Workflows can 

listen to and update any system at any time, so your team can work in real time.  

For example, when a shipping system like FedEx updates with a delay in the delivery of a group of 

items due to a weather event, that triggers an event-based Workflow in Kustomer, which connects to 

the shipper API, finds other affected packages in the area, and updates the shipping status in the Klass 

Views of the Order KObject in each customers’ timeline. Then, using a search for any shipping changes, 

your team can proactively reach out to any customer with a delay.  

Customer Timeline Workspace 
The agent workspace unifies all customer data from your applications, internal systems, and external 

systems in one actionable place. The workspace is customizable based on what is important to your 

business. It combines selected search results, the customer timeline, customer details, custom fields, 

context cards, and conversation details.  
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Agent Experience 

See real-time customer interactions and make changes in external systems for customers without 

leaving the timeline. Use Context Cards and Klass Views to drive informed next actions for your teams 

and see all of the results in one system. Collaborate with teammates through Notes, Following, and 

@mentions without having to repeat information or change assignment. 

Timeline 
Every customer has a timeline unique to 

their customer journey and history of 

interactions. The timeline lives within the 

workspace and combines all your 

customer’s messages from any channel, 

order data, billing information, and 3rd 

party data into one time-based view. This is 

where all of your conversations, whether it 

is Voice, Text, Email, Chat, FB Messenger, or 

cross-channel, are aggregated around the 

customer.  Each item can be quickly 

collapsed or expanded to reveal 

information.
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Insight Panel 

Search View 

The Insight Panel is the right hand component of the Customer 

Timeline Workspace. When in Search View, the Insight Panel 

displays the Status Summary of the current search including 

the count of snoozed, done, and open conversations. Below 

the Status Summary is the Sentiment Insights Card, which 

depicts the custom sentiment for an entire group of customers 

at once. 

Timeline View 

In Timeline View, the Insight Panel displays the Klass View for 

the Conversation or Customer, with additional Context Cards 

below. The Insight Panel is contextual, so that when you have a 

conversation open, the Klass displays information such as 

conversation Priority, name, status, creation date, etc. The 

Context Card section displays additional Cards such as 

sentiment, tracking links, subscription status, etc. 
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Search 

You can create custom searches to segment customers or conversations based on geography, 

purchase history, sentiment, and much more. Your team is able to easily identify key customers and 

design custom SLA agreements for each customer group.  With sentiment insights, you can review 

custom sentiment for an entire group of customers at once.  

Analytics 

Standard and custom analytics deliver business, team, and user insights around productivity, 

efficiency, volume, and more.  Team and User Standard Reports deliver a detailed report on agent-
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level KPIs. Our SLA Standard Report lets you easily visualize your company’s Service Level 

Agreement performance. Custom Reports help you analyze standard, complex, and custom objects. 

Your data can be easily exported to your enterprise data warehouse, or to an external Business 

Intelligence Tool for additional visualization.  

Intelligence
With AI, ML, and Sentiment, your team can spend more time interacting with customers and less 

time on basic responses. Our flexible platform makes it easy to integrate your favorite intelligence 

provider into Kustomer to enhance your data.  

Sentiment 

Use built-in Sentiment to find hidden insights. Our Sentiment is calculated using Natural 

Language Processing through AWS Amazon Comprehend. You’ll be able to understand how your 

customers are actually feeling beyond a CSAT or NPS score.  You can view Sentiment of an 

individual or a group, view trends, and perform searches to uncover deeper issues such as delivery 

issues, uncover upsell opportunities, and more.  
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Engagement Channels
True omnichannel communication means you can engage your customers in their channel of choice 

and continue serving them from within the same conversation even if they switch channels.  

Chat 

Kustomer Chat is fully 

customizable and has 

robust features to increase 

your efficiency. Or, you can 

use your current or 

preferred vendor. 

Voice 

Choose from your current 

or leading voice providers. 

With deep integrations, 

your customer’s timeline 

automatically opens with 

an incoming call.  

Email  

Receive and respond to 

customers on one of the 

most common channels. 

Conversations are 

seamlessly threaded 

together.  

Text 

Receive and send text 

messages from your 

existing number using 

services like Twilio, Zipwhip 

and more. Easily measure 

and report on your inbound 

and outbound text 

message volume and agent 

performance.   

FB Messenger 

Our FB Messenger 

Integration enables you to 

receive and send messages 

from FB Messenger. With 

no limit on how many 

pages you can connect, you 

can easily manage multiple 

branded pages using 

searches. 

Mobile 

Use our fully customizable, 

brandable IOS.SDK Chat to 

message with your 

customers through your 

app. Our Mobile Chat 

supports both anonymous 

and identified chat.  
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Integrations 
Easily integrate best-in-class solutions that scale and perform to meet enterprise needs. Our 

flexible platform makes it easy to integrate key applications using Webhooks and our API. Our 

existing integration partners include: 

Ecommerce and POS Systems 

Connect your favorite Ecommerce system with integrations including Shopify, Magento, and more 

to improve your ability to sell, ship products, and provide proactive support. Easily integrate order 

information and actions into your customer timeline to help you quickly scan, find recent orders, 

and customer information. You can create context cards that let you take action from within 

Kustomer to drive a return or exchange process.  Ecommerce data can be searched and combined 

with workflows to help you prioritize and identify high value customers.   
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3rd Party Logistics systems like ShipStation can also be connected, letting you automatically 

customize your shipping and packaging directly from Kustomer. Use Context Cards to display 

tracking information including status and links or trigger “pick and pack” warehouse actions.  

Collaboration 

Kustomer makes it easy to involve your larger team using the collaboration tools you use already. 

You can use Kustomer webhooks to send information to Slack channels on demand and create 

custom notifications with in-app links. Slack can be used to surface escalated conversion needing 

attention from senior team members.  

Contact Discovery 
With our Piesync and Clearbit integrations, you can sync contacts and receive suggested data 

updates automatically, in order to maintain consistent records. Piesync offers a bidirectional 

contact sync, which keeps Kustomer synced with your system of record. Together, our contact 

discovery integrations help you enrich contacts and identify duplicate customers easier.   

CSAT/NPS 
Aggregating customer feedback allows your team to continuously improve. Kustomer’s CSAT and 

NPS integrations with StellaService, Delighted, Nicereply, and CustomerThermometer help you get 

a complete view of your customer, including whether or not they are a promoter or detractor. We 

can easily integrate with your current survey tool. Our integrations can be used with time-based 

workflows and searches, so that you can easily follow-up with detractors to give them a better 

customer experience.  
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Data Analysis 

Combine Kustomer data with additional operational data using analytical tools like Looker to gain 

additional behavioral insights and trends. Easily send every event from Kustomer to your data 

warehouse such as Snowflake or Redship and create custom reports or enhance team metrics.   

Use our Segment integration to send events from other systems into Kustomer to track customer 

behavior. This integration enables you to capture data from any customer touchpoint and enrich 

customer history with behavioral actions. Used with our Workflows, you can surface customers 

who need attention to help you prioritize customers and conversations based on data.  
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Key Features 

Searches   

Searches help your team easily provide 

proactive support. For example, you can 

create a search to show all customers who 

were impacted by a delay in service, then 

proactively notify them and provide a coupon 

code for their next purchase.  

Context Cards  

Our Context Cards enable your team to take 

action on external systems from within 

Kustomer. For example, you can create a 

Context Card that will renew, pause, or 

cancel a subscription, allowing you to 

efficiently take action when a customer 

wants to change their subscription. 

Intelligence 

You can use intelligence to gain important 

business insights. For example, you can create 

a search to segment customers with negative 

Sentiment that have recently purchased from 

a new product line, route to top agents, and 

then provide their feedback to product. 

Workflows 

Workflows are commonly used to scale 

proactive support. For example, you can 

create a Workflow to populate an 

ecommerce KObject when a new order is 

placed, which will automatically escalate if 

it’s missing a tracking number. 

Knowledge Base 

Our Knowledge Base lets you create or 

import existing articles, which rank extremely 

well in SEO due to structured markup and 

automatic keyword generation. With full 

customization, it’s easy to mimic your site 

design in your Knowledge Base so that it 

matches your brand.  

Notes 

Notes make it easy to collaborate in real time 

on customer issues, without having to 

change conversation assignment. Loop-in 

experts from other departments- they’ll 

instantly see the full context of the 

conversation, making it easier to get 

approvals, second-opinions, and more.
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Key Benefits 

Efficiency 

A single customer view delivers actionable 

data, saving you handle and resolution time. 

Happiness 

True omnichannel delivers a strong, 

consistent customer experience, increasing 

your CSAT ratings and building loyalty.  

Productivity  

Automated processes help your team spend 

more time answering deeper questions.  

Scalability 

Kustomer’s powerful platform helps you scale 

your support with increased demand without 

having to add additional team members.

About Kustomer 
Kustomer is a CRM for customer experience that focuses on customers, not tickets, enabling 

companies to know everything about every customer to drive informed actions. Used by Slice, 

SmugMug, Outdoor Voices, and more, Kustomer provides businesses with a full view of every 

customer's lifetime. Kustomer unifies all relevant data, customer history, apps, and systems. 

Kustomer was founded in 2015 with global headquarters in New York City. Learn more at 

Kustomer.com. 
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